使用指南
Swift M1 Gimbal Set Up Instructions

1. To unfold the Gimbal, press and slide the folding release button to the left, 滑动扳机解锁手柄
2. Rotate the base of the Phone Clamp to the right (inward) to unlock, 向右(内侧)旋转解锁手机夹
3. Rotate the Gimbal Handle down 180°. Slide the release button to the right to lock in place. 手柄旋转180°并滑动旋钮锁定
4. Turn the Gimbal Arm clockwise to unlock. 顺时针旋转解锁旋钮(使用方向)
5. Attach the mobile phone onto the Phone Clamp. 安装手机

扫二维码可查看视频教程
Scan the QR code to access the video instructions.

*For your first use, the Gimbal was unlocked (Factory Default State). For the first use, the Gimbal is unlocked.

To fold the Gimbal, follow the steps in reverse.
(Extend the Gimbal Arm to the maximum length.)
(折叠时请按照步骤反向操作)

Please refer to the "Swift M1 Gimbal Instructions" for operating instructions.